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Abstract

This paper is concerned with the statistical properties of experimental designs where the factor
levels cannot be set precisely. When the errors in setting the factor levels cannot be measured,
design robustness is explored. However, when the actual design could be measured at the end of
the investigation, its optimality is of interest. D-optimality could be assessed in di5erent ways.
Several measures are compared. Evaluating them is di7cult even in simple cases. Therefore, in
general, simulations are used to obtain their values. It is shown that if D-optimality is measured
by the expected value of the determinant of the information matrix of the experimental design,
as has been suggested in the past, on average the designs appear to improve with the variance of
the error in setting the factor levels. However, we argue that the criterion of D-optimality should
be based on the inverse of the information matrix. In this case it is shown that the experiment
could be better or worse than the planned one. It is also recognized that setting the factor levels
with error could lead to an increased risk of losing observations, which on its own could reduce
considerably the optimality of the experimental designs. Advice on choosing the design region
in such a way that such a risk is controlled to an acceptable level is given.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Various experimental designs are used routinely in many statistical investigations.
For example two-level factorial or fractional designs are used when a response vari-
able of interest can be explained by a =rst order polynomial model that may also
contain interactions of a number of factors. Response surface designs are used when
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the relationship between the response and the factors is more complicated. If the exper-
imental situation is such that a tailor-made design is needed, then computer algorithms
can be used to obtain an experimental design that satis=es exactly the needs of the
experimenter. In each of these cases the experimental design assigns values of the fac-
tors for each observation of the response variable. However, there are situations where
setting the levels of some or all of the factors during the experiment is not easy and
they are set with some error. A typical case is where the variables are surrogate. For
example, in a bioassay the e5ect of the dose of a drug on the condition of a patient
may be studied. It is believed that this e5ect is dependent on the blood concentration
of the drug. However, setting this concentration for a patient is not possible in practice.
Instead, the dose is prescribed as per kilogram of body weight of the patient. Conse-
quently, the target blood concentration is achieved only approximately. On the other
hand, after the administration of the drug its blood level might be possible to measure
precisely.
Even when the experimenter can set the factors directly, this is often done with some

errors. In some cases the errors in variables can be measured, i.e. the true values of the
variables are known. In others, this cannot be done and only the target values set by
the experimental design are known. Common belief is that when the errors in variables
are small they can be ignored. However, there is little available practical guidance for
how small they should be for this to be justi=ed.
Considerable attention has been given to the analysis of data when there are errors

in the variables (see for example Fuller, 1987, and Cheng and Van Ness, 1999).
The e5ect of errors in the factor levels on the statistical properties of the parameters
obtained from a two-level factorial and fractional factorial designs was =rst studied
by Box (1963). Draper and Beggs (1970) measure the robustness of experimental
designs to errors in the factor levels by the sum of squared di5erences between the
observed and the predicted with the model response values. They assume that the
errors are very small and show that zero =rst and odd second order moments of the
designs are desirable. However, they also recognize that =nding an analytical proof
for any optimality conditions when there are two or more factors is very di7cult
and recommend searching numerically for a solution. Vuchkov and Boyadjieva (1983)
point out that in general the errors in the factor levels introduce heterogeneity in the
variance of the response and propose the robustness of the design to such errors to be
measured by the maximum element of the covariance matrix for the response or by
its trace. Pronzato (1998, 2002) also considers the case when the planned (or target)
design in the experiment cannot be achieved due to errors in the factor levels. Unlike
the previous authors, he considers the case when the true levels are measured correctly.
He gives an expression for the expected value of the determinant of the information
matrix for the design and uses it as a D-optimality criterion to show that a design that
is optimum according to this criterion may di5er from a design that is optimum when
there are no errors in the factor levels.
In this paper, we investigate the case when the e5ect of the errors cannot be ignored.

In Section 2 we discuss how the analysis of the data is a5ected if the actual design
is not known and introduce a measure for design robustness that is easer to calculate
and interpret than those used previously by Draper and Beggs (1970) and Vuchkov
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and Boyadjieva (1983). We show that when the actual design can be recorded exactly
and prior information about the errors in setting the factor levels is available, other
generalizations of the D-optimality criterion than that used by Pronzato (1998, 2002)
are more appropriate. As the criteria of optimality are di7cult to evaluate analytically,
in Section 3 we illustrate how prior information on the distribution of the errors in the
factor levels can be used to obtain the empirical distribution of both the designs of
interest and the corresponding criteria of optimality. We also estimate the probability
of using a better or worse design than the planned one. Standard designs such as the
two-level factorial designs and the three-level factorial designs are used as examples
because of their extensive use in practice. Section 4 provides considerations of how the
design region should be chosen when errors in setting the factor levels might lead to
loss of observations. In this case a compromise is sought between using a large design
region and the loss in e7ciency of the estimates of the model parameters due to a
possible loss of observations. The paper concludes with a discussion of the results.

2. The e�ect of errors in the settings of the factor levels

We will be concerned with the situations where a response variable of interest can
be explained by the linear model

Y = FR+ U;

where Y is a vector of n observations, R is a vector of p unknown parameters and F
is the extended design matrix consisting of known functions of m factors x1; x2; : : : ; xm.
The experimental errors U are assumed to be independent, normally distributed and
have zero mean and a common variance �2. Customarily, polynomial models are used.
We will be interested in =rst order models with or without interactions, and in models
that may also include quadratic terms. Therefore, we derive our results for the model
for an observation:

Y = 
0 +
m∑
i=1


ixi +
m∑
i=1


iix2i +
m−1∑
i=1

m∑
j=i+1


ijxixj

+
m−2∑
i=1

m−1∑
j=i+1

m∑
k=j+1


ijkxixjxk + · · · + �: (1)

Note that the models of interest are easily obtained from Eq. (1) by setting the appro-
priate parameters to zero. For example, a standard second order polynomial is obtained
from it by setting all third and higher order interactions to zero.
In a designed experiment the values of the factors for each of the observations

are set to target values (say xi = ti), which may be chosen using some optimality
considerations. When the levels of the factors are set with errors, their values become
random variables. For example, if the planned (or target) value of the ith factor in the
uth observation is tui, a value Xui,

Xui = tui + eui; (2)
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rather than tui generates the data. In Eq. (2) eui is the error in setting the ith factor in
the uth observation. Naturally, the actual extended design matrix, F, is di5erent to that
of the planned experiment, say T.
In most cases knowledge about the accuracy of the tools used for setting the levels of

the factors could be used to de=ne appropriate assumptions regarding the distributions
of the errors. We will mainly be concerned with the case where it is possible to assume
that the errors are independent and normally distributed with zero mean and variance
denoted by �2i , i.e. ei ∼ N (0; �2i ); i=1; : : : ; m, E[ei]=E[eiej]=E[eiejek ]=0, E[e2i ]=�

2
i

and E[e4i ] = 3�4i . Hence, Xi ∼ N (ti; �2i ). More complicated error structures are possible
too. We will also review an example given in Pronzato (2002) where �2i is assumed
to be proportional to the value of the ith factor.
The factors can be scaled easily to vary between −1 and 1 and in this case in

practice the variances �2i are considerably smaller than 1. Substituting Eq. (2) in (1)
gives

Y = 
0 +
m∑
i=1


i(ti + ei) +
m∑
i=1


ii(ti + ei)2 +
m−1∑
i=1

m∑
j=i+1


ij(ti + ei)(tj + ej)

+
m−2∑
i=1

m−1∑
j=i+1

m∑
k=j+1


ijk(ti + ei)(tj + ej)(tk + ek) + · · · + �: (3)

The subscript u has been omitted in order to simplify the notation. Partitioning model
(3) in order to separate the deterministic and stochastic terms gives

Y = 
0 +
m∑
i=1


iti +
m∑
i=1


iit2i +
m−1∑
i=1

m∑
j=i+1


ijtitj +
m−2∑
i=1

m−1∑
j=i+1

m∑
k=j+1


ijk titjtl + · · ·

+
m∑
i=1




i + 2
iiti +

m∑
j=1
j �=i


ijtj +
m∑
j=1
j �=i

m∑
k=j+1
k �=i


ijk tjtk + · · ·



ei

+
m∑
i=1


iie2i +
m−1∑
i=1

m∑
j=i+1



ij +

m∑
k=1
k �=i;k �=j

tk
ijk


 eiej

+
m−2∑
i=1

m−1∑
j=i+1

m∑
k=j+1


ijkeiejek + · · · + �:

Hence

E[Y ] = tTR+
m∑
i=1


ii�2i ; (4)
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where tT is the corresponding row of the extended design matrix T speci=ed by the
experimental design and containing the values of the regressors included in the model:
1; t1; : : : ; tm; t21 ; : : : ; t

2
m, t1t2; : : : ; t1t2t3; : : : (or a speci=ed subset) evaluated for the obser-

vation. Equation (4) reiterates the =nding of Box (1963) that in the presence of errors
in variables the expectation of a quadratic polynomial model is biased.
If the parameters R are known

var(Y ) =
m∑
i=1



i + 2
iiti +

m∑
j=1
j �=i


ijtj +
m∑
j=1
j �=i

m∑
k=j+1
k �=i


ijk tjtk + · · ·




2

�2i + 2
m∑
i=1


2ii�
4
i

+
m−1∑
i=1

m∑
j=i+1



ij +

m∑
k=1
k �=i;k �=j

tk
ijk




2

�2i �
2
j

+
m−2∑
i=1

m−1∑
j=i+1

m∑
k=j+1


2ijk�
2
i �

2
j �

2
k + �

2: (5)

As all terms are positive, it is clear that the errors in factor levels lead to increased
and heterogeneous variance of the response, hence in loss of e7ciency.
In practice there are three situations of interest: (i) the F matrix is unknown and the

variances �2i of the errors in the variables are unknown; (ii) the F matrix is unknown
but �2i are known and (iii) the F matrix is known. We discuss the analysis of the data
in these cases in turn and consider measures for the design robustness in the presence
of errors in factor levels.

2.1. Unknown F matrix; unknown �2i

In this case both R and the variance parameters of the model have to be estimated.
Standard statistical packages do not provide appropriate options. Fedorov (1974) and
Donev (2000) apply iterative procedures where the method of weighted least squares
is used to obtain an estimate of R. For example, Donev (2000) calculates the weights
using Eq. (5) and updates them at each iteration by =nding the maximum likelihood
estimates for the variance components, until the search converges. If necessary, R is
adjusted for bias. In the =rst iteration, when no estimates for R are available, the
ordinary least squares method is used. A comprehensive treatment of the problem of
regression analysis with measurement error is provided by Fuller (1987) and Cheng
and Van Ness (1999).

2.2. Unknown F matrix; known �2i

When �2i ; i=1; : : : ; m, are known, similar iterative procedures to that described above
can be used. Certainly, as the variance components will not have to be estimated a
more accurate variance-covariance matrix for the model parameters will be used. An
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advantage of this procedure is also that it can easily be programmed in any of the
mainstream software packages using the existing modules for data analysis.
Eq. (4) shows that when the model to be =tted is second order polynomial, the F

matrix is not known and the matrix T is used instead, the intercept may have to be
adjusted for bias. The bias does not depend directly on the experimental design but the
accuracy of its estimation depends on the accuracy of estimating the parameters cor-
responding to the quadratic terms (if they are needed in the model). Another negative
e5ect of the errors in variables is the inKated variance of the response which reduces
the precision of estimating the model parameters. Hence, we de=ne the following crite-
rion of robustness of an experimental design to errors in the settings of the explanatory
variables.

De�nition. An experimental design is robust against errors in variables if

V =
n∑
u=1

var(Yu); (6)

where var(Yu) is calculated using Eq. (5), is smaller than that for any other designs
of size n and for the same model.

It seems best to use this as a secondary criterion to choose a design amongst those
that are optimum with respect to the main criterion of optimality.

Example 1. Suppose the model

Y = 
0 + 
1x1 + 
2x21 (7)

has to be =tted using 4 observations and that the factor x1 is scaled to vary between
−1 and 1. It can be shown that a design that has one observation at −1, 0 and 1,
with either of these points being duplicated is D-optimum (i.e. has the largest determi-
nant of the information matrix). We will compare these three possible designs using
Eq. (6). The V values

V = �21

4∑
i=1

(
1 + 2
2Ti)2 + 4
22�
4
1 + 4�2

of the designs will di5er only due to the contribution of the replicated (fourth) observa-
tion, i.e. by the value of (
1+2
2T4)2. Now it can be seen that setting this observation
to T4 = −
1=2
2; 
2 �= 0, would minimize V . Certainly this value may turn out to be
outside of the design region in which case the value −1 or 1 closest to T4 has to be
chosen. Setting T4 in the middle of the design region (i.e. at zero) would result in a
useful compromise when the values of 
1 and 
2 are not known.

Performing similar calculations in order to compare various designs in more compli-
cated cases is not computationally demanding. Similarly to the simple example above,
in the absence of prior knowledge about the model parameters, it would be useful
to choose a design for which V is relatively small for any feasible values. This also
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applies to the case described in Section 2.1 where the variances of the errors in vari-
ables are unknown.

2.3. Known F matrix

There are cases where it is di7cult to set precisely the values of the factors as
determined by the experimental design, but once they are set their values can be
measured exactly. In those cases the F matrix can be calculated and least squares
estimates of R can be obtained easily using the standard least squares estimator
R̂=G−1FTY, where G = FTF is the true design information matrix.

Standard criteria of optimality of experimental designs are functions of the informa-
tion matrix of the design. For example, the D-optimality criterion requires �2|G−1|,
or simply |G−1|, to be minimized because this minimizes the con=dence ellipsoid of
the model parameters of interest. Often it is more convenient to require maximization
of |G|. An equivalent but sometimes easier to tackle criterion requires log(|G−1|) =
−log(|G|) to be minimized.
When there are errors in setting the values of the factors in a designed experiment G,

G−1, |G| and |G−1| are random variables whose distributions are generated through the
distributions of the errors in variables. Therefore Pronzato (2002) proposes experimental
designs to be compared or constructed using a generalized criterion of D-optimality
requiring E{|G|} or |E{G}| to maximized.

Example 2. Pronzato (2002) considers the e5ect of setting the levels of a factor with
errors that are independent and normally distributed with variance 0:03t2, where t is
the level of the factor speci=ed by the experimental design. The experimental design
consists of 9 observations that are evenly divided between 3 design points: 0; � and
1; 06 �6 1 and the model that has to be estimated is given by Eq. (7).

For instance, such an experimental design may be used when the amount of the
intermediate product of two consecutive chemical reactions can be modelled with a
quadratic polynomial model and the factor is the time since the start of the chemical
reaction. While it might be di7cult to take measurements at the precise times, the
times of taking them could easily be recorded accurately.
If there are no errors in setting t and if �=0:5000 the design is D-optimum. Pronzato

points out that in the presence of such errors �≈ 0:5405 maximizes E{|G|}, while �=1:0
maximizes |E{G}|.

Note that when � = 1:0 the quadratic model cannot be estimated unless there are
errors in the settings of the factor. Certainly it is very unlikely that an experimenter
would ever consider using an experimental design relying on errors in the factor levels
to obtain estimates of the model parameters even if they may turn out to be slightly
more precise than when � is set at 0.5000.
Apart from that, this small example is instructive. The optimum experimental design

for the case where there are errors in the settings of the factors can be di5erent to that
when the design can be implemented precisely. On the other hand, it is clear that the
criterion of optimality needs to be chosen carefully.
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Table 1
Generalized criteria of D-optimality

Criterion �{G}
DR1 E[log|G−1|]
DR2 log E[|G−1|]
DR3 log|E[G−1]|
DR4 log{E[|G|]}−1

DR5 log|E[G]|−1

While maximizing |TTT| and minimizing |(TTT)−1| are equivalent, in general max-
imizing E{|G|} or |E{G}| is not equivalent to minimizing E|{G−1}|. On the other
hand it is the latter that ensures minimum expected volume of the con=dence ellipsoid
of the model parameters and truly implements the D-optimality criterion of optimality.
Clearly, the requirement for D-optimality can be approached in several ways. We

adapt generalizations of the criterion requiring minimization of functions of the infor-
mation matrix or its inverse �{G} as listed in Table 1 (see Chapter 19, Atkinson and
Donev, 1992). We denote them here DRi, where i = 1; 2; 3; 4 or 5, and the subscript
R has been used to indicate that the design is random. A design for which DRi is
minimum is called DRi-optimum. If no information about the parameters R is available,
a non-informative prior will be allocated to them.
The criteria of optimality that we use are similar to that of the average, or some-

times referred to as Bayesian criteria, for D-optimality (see p. 101 of Fedorov and
Hackl, 1997, for details). However, their interpretation is somehow di5erent. In the
case considered in this paper the criteria of optimality refer to properties of a popula-
tion of designs with errors in variables. In an experiment a single design is used. The
probabilities that it would turn out better or worse than the target one are inKuenced
by the choice of experimental design.
A design that is optimum with respect to all criteria in Table 1 may not exist. It can

be seen that DR1, DR2 and DR3 make use of G−1 and therefore require minimization
of the expected variance of the model parameters, while DR4 and DR5 are based on G
and require maximization of the expected information. Note that DR5 is easily obtained
from the criterion |E{G}| used by Pronzato. However, DR2 is the most useful criterion
as it gives the expected volume of the con=dence region of the estimates of the model
parameters.
Evaluating the optimality of experimental designs with respect to the criteria listed in

Table 1 is not straightforward even in simple cases. For illustration in the next section
we investigate a simple but widely used class of experimental designs, the two-level
factorial or fractional factorial designs, for which some progress is possible.

2.4. Two-level factorial designs

A two-level factorial design for m factors consists of all possible combinations of
their levels or a fraction of them. The choice of the fraction to be used determines
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what statistical models will be estimable from the data obtained in the experiment
and what their statistical properties will be. Box et al. (1978, Chapter 12) provide a
comprehensive discussion and advice.
If a complete factorial design is used, a =rst order polynomial model that may include

some or all interactions between the factors can be estimated. This model is obtained
from Eq. (1) by setting the quadratic terms to zero, i.e.

Y = 
0 +
m∑
i=1


iti +
m−1∑
i=1

m∑
j=i+1


ijtitj +
m−2∑
i=1

m−1∑
j=i+1

m∑
k=j+1


ijk titjtk + · · · + �:

If a fractional factorial design is used some or all of the interactions will not be
estimable. The information matrix G = (TTT) is diagonal and the estimates of the
model parameters are obtained independently from each other. The two-level factorial
designs are known to be optimum with respect to many optimality design criteria. For
example, they are D-optimum amongst the designs with the same size and for the same
model. Customarily the levels of the factors are scaled to −1 and 1. In this case the
information matrix of a complete factorial or fractional factorial design is G= nIp and
therefore D = log|G−1| = −p log n.

Theorem 1. If all factors in a two-level complete or fractional factorial design are
set with error e ∼ N (0; �2e)

log|E[G]| = p log n+ h log(1 + �2e);
where h = m +

∑m
i=2 iki and ki is the number of i-factor interactions in the model,

i∈ [2; : : : ; m]. The proof is given in Appendix A.

Taking into account that in most practical cases �2e is small and using Maclaurin’s
series expansion we obtain

log|E[G]| ≈ p log n+ h�2e :
Clearly DR5 = −log|E[G]| decreases with increasing variance of the errors in factor
levels. This result can be generalized for the case where the variances of the errors of
the factors are di5erent.
Deriving explicit expressions for the remaining criteria of optimality even in simple

cases is usually not possible. Similar di7culties in evaluating criteria of optimality
analytically have been reported by Draper and Beggs (1970) and Pronzato (2002). On
the other hand such results may not be necessary as the criteria of optimality can be
estimated relatively easy with the use of simulations. We illustrate this in the following
section.

3. Simulation studies

The discussion in Section 2 showed that if the prior distribution of the errors in
variables is known it can be taken into account at the stage of designing of the exper-
iment and the analysis of the results. In such cases the distribution of the experimental
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Fig. 1. Values of the criteria of optimality for a two-level complete factorial design for 3 factors and identical
variances for the errors for each of them, =rst order polynomial model with two-factor interactions. From
bottom to top: DR5; DR4; DR1; DR3; DR2.

designs that can occur and the corresponding distributions of the criteria of optimality
listed in Table 1 can be obtained by simulation. All results in this section are obtained
by simulating 10000 designs where we assume that the errors in setting the factors are
independent and normally distributed.
Firstly, we investigate the e5ect of errors of variables on the values of the optimality

criteria DR1, DR2, DR3, DR4 and DR5 for some standard experimental designs. For
simplicity we assume that the variances of the errors are identical for all explanatory
variables and that they can take values between 0 and 0.01.

Example 3. Fig. 1 shows the values of the optimality criteria DR1, DR2, DR3, DR4 and
DR5 when a two-level complete factorial design in 3 factors is to be used to estimate a
=rst order polynomial model that also includes all three two-factor interactions. Inter-
estingly, the curves for the criteria of optimality are nearly linear with di5erent slopes.
Theorem 1 establishes this property only for DR5. As discussed earlier, we consider
DR2 as the most appropriate criterion to use. The criteria values based on the elements
of the information matrix DR4 and DR5 steadily decrease with the variance of the er-
rors, suggesting an improvement of the experimental designs. However, DR1, DR3 and
most importantly DR2 increase with the variance of the errors, suggesting the opposite.
Therefore in this case the evidence provided by DR4 and DR5 is misleading.

Example 4. We consider the case where the model that has to be estimated is a second
order polynomial in two factors. Therefore a three-level complete factorial design is
used. Fig. 2 shows the values of the criteria of optimality for di5erent variances of
the errors in the factor levels. Similarly to Example 3 each criterion changes with the
variance of the error in the factor settings in a nearly linear fashion. The design again
worsens with respect to DR2 with the variance of the errors in variables. However, a
notable di5erence from the previous example is that DR1 decreases slightly with the
variance of the errors. Hence, this criterion could also be misleading.
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Fig. 2. Values of the criteria of optimality for a three-level complete factorial design for 2 factors and
identical variances for the errors for each of them, second order polynomial model. From bottom to top:
DR5; DR4; DR1; DR3; DR2.

Table 2
Values of criteria of optimality for model (7) for 9 trial designs replicating equally 0, � and 1

Design

D1 (� = 0:47) D2 (� = 0:50) D3 (� = 1:00)

DR1 −0:8650 −0:8722 −0:7363
DR2 −0:6656 −0:6600 −0:4008
DR3 −0:5468 −0:5420 −0:1257
DR4 −1:0434 −1:0579 −0:9882
DR5 −1:1400 −1:1521 −1:1716

Examples 3 and 4 show that the evidence regarding the optimality of the designs
provided by DR2 may be contradicted by DR1, DR4 and DR5. Therefore the usefulness
of the latter is questionable even when their evaluation is considerably easier than that
for DR2.
In practice usually one experimental design is used. It could turn out to be better or

worse in terms of D-optimality than the planned one. Therefore it would be useful to
know the probabilities of these events. When DR2 is evaluated by simulation, the gen-
erated distribution of the covariance matrices for the estimates of the model parameters

 could be used to estimate the probability, say pB, of using a better design than the
target one.

Example 2 (continued): Table 2 lists the values of the criteria listed in Table 1 for
various values of � (note that small values are desirable!). The design D2 is D-optimum
in absence of errors in variables, while design D3 found by Pronzato (2002) with �=1
is best with respect to DR5. However, a value of �=0:47 minimizes DR2 and therefore
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Fig. 3. Frequency distribution of |G−1| for design D2 in Table 2 for model (7) when the errors in setting
x are e ∼ N (0; 0:3x2). |G−1| = 0:523 if there are no errors in the setting of x.
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Fig. 4. Frequency distribution of |G−1| for design D2 in Table 2 for model (7) when the errors in setting
x are e ∼ N (0; 0:3).

is the D-optimum under the stated assumptions regarding the errors in variables. The
probabilities of using a better design than the planned one as a result of the errors in
setting the levels of the factor pB for designs D1, D2 and D3 are 0.7204, 0.7234 and
0.6416, respectively.

By the use of simulations we can also compare the performance of designs under
di5erent error assumptions. Figs. 3 and 4 show the frequency distributions of the values
for |G−1| of the design D2 in Table 2 for model (7) when the errors in setting the
factor x are e ∼ N (0; 0:3x2) and e ∼ N (0; 0:3), respectively. Both distributions are
fairly skewed to the right. In both cases the mean of DR2 is considerably smaller than
|G−1| for the design without errors. Thus, on average the design improves with respect
to D-optimality with the variance of the errors in variables. Despite this there appears
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to be a probability of about 0.28 in the =rst case and 0.23 in the second of getting a
worse design than the planned one.
Simulations such as those described in this section can be easily obtained for di5erent

models and di5erent assumptions about the distribution of the errors in setting the
factors. Sample S-Plus programs are available from the author on request. Clearly,
being able to obtain information about the distribution of the random designs from
which the one to be used is taken is preferable to dealing only with an expected value
of a design criterion.
In all examples that were investigated the inequalities

DR2¿DR3¿DR1¿DR4¿DR5

were satis=ed. Proving their validity in general is di7cult and, we trust, not really
necessary.

4. Considerations for the design region

The results of the previous sections show that experimental designs can be improved
in terms of D-optimality by the errors in the factor levels in many cases. This is not
surprising because in those cases the factors take values smaller than −1 or larger
than 1, so that the design region is e5ectively increased. On the other hand in practice
setting the factor levels precisely can be time consuming and expensive. Therefore, it
is important to know when it is worth spending resources on ensuring high precision.
For the statistical analysis of the data to be correct it is important that the actual

values of the factors remain within the range of validity of the assumed statistical
model. It is a common practice to select the intervals in which the factors vary during
the experiment as wide as possible as this leads to gain in D-optimality and in a larger
region of validity of the statistical model. Hence, as a result of the errors in setting
the factors the actual values may fall outside the valid experimental region. Then,
using such measured response values may bring bias to the analysis of the data. There
may also be situations where the response may not be possible to measure. On the
other hand, the loss of one or more observations would certainly considerably worsen
the statistical properties of the estimates of the model parameters. Therefore, in such
cases it would be important for the experimenter to be able to control the probability
of losing observations by selecting appropriately the design region. We will illustrate
this problem by considering the two-level factorial and fractional factorial designs with
levels −1 and 1.
Suppose that the observations can be taken safely between −(1 + a) and (1 + a),

the design region is de=ned to be between −1 and 1, and that (for simplicity) e ∼
N (0; �2e) for each of the factors. Observations for which the factors fall outside the
interval −(1+a) and (1+a) will be considered lost. Let �=Pr(|xi|¡ (1+a)). Hence,
the probability that a design point will be lost is (1 − �m). The probability that, say,
v of the points of the factorial design will be lost becomes

Pv =

(
n

v

)
(1 − �m)v�m(n−v): (8)
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Fig. 5. Probabilities of losing no more than 1 observation: �e = 0:05—dotted line, �e = 0:1—solid line.
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Fig. 6. Probabilities of no lost observations: �e = 0:05—dotted line, �e = 0:1—solid line.

This formula can be very helpful when the intervals in which the variables vary during
the experiment are chosen.

Example 3 (continued): Fig. 5 shows the probabilities that no more than one observa-
tion will be lost for di5erent values of a, for �e=0:05 and �e=0:1. Choosing the design
region in such a way that a=0:09 and 0.13, respectively, assures over 99% probability
that not more than one observation will be lost. Fig. 6 shows the probabilities that no
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observations will be lost, the corresponding values of a are considerably bigger, 0.17
and 0.34, respectively.

On the other hand, in the absence of errors in variables the design region could span
between −(1 + a) and (1 + a). In this case

−log |G| = −p log n− 2p log(1 + a) ≈ −p(log n+ 2a);

and could be considerably smaller than the corresponding value when the design region
is placed within the interval (−1; 1) of each of the factors. Hence, loss in D-optimality
could come from the attempt to guard against losing observations or due to the loss
of observations.
In general, the value a may not be the same for all variables and will depend on

the real scale of the variables. However, Eq. (8) can easily be generalized for any
particular case.

5. Discussion

Di7culties in setting precisely the levels of the factors in an experimental design
a5ect the results of the investigation. When the errors cannot be measured, the actual
design that is used is unknown. Therefore, the planned design is used in the analysis
of the data. This introduces heterogeneity in the variance of the experimental error and
leads to loss of e7ciency in estimating the parameters of the model. In some cases
it also brings bias to the prediction. Our results suggest that in such cases, a design
that is most robust against errors in variables should be selected from a set of designs
that perform well according to the main criterion of optimality. The robustness can
be measured by the level of heterogeneity in the variance introduced by the errors in
variables.
The problem is di5erent when the actual design is known at the end of the study.

Certainly, in this case the analysis of the data is straightforward. We showed that
when the distribution of the errors in setting the factors is known it could be possible
to obtain a D-optimum design that is di5erent to the optimum design when there are
no errors. There are several ways in which D-optimality can be assessed in this case.
We consider DR2 as the most appropriate criterion to use. It is also worth considering
other measures based on the simulated distributions such as median and inter-quartile
range for the distribution of the criterion and the probability of using a better design
than the planned one. While in some simple cases it might be possible to obtain the
analytical form for the chosen criterion of optimality, in general this is not possible.
The results of Section 4 show that simulations can be used e5ectively to generate the
distribution of the possible designs and estimate the values of the required criteria of
optimality.
Perhaps the most striking result of this study, related to that of Demidenko and

Spiegelman (1997) and Pronzato (2002), is that designs may be improved in terms of
D-optimality by allowing for random errors in the factor settings. However, the results
of Sections 3 and 4 show that such a claim must be taken cautiously, especially when
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the errors in setting the factor levels can lead to loss of observations. When such errors
are anticipated, their potential e5ect should be taken into account in selecting both the
design region and the design of the experiment.
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Appendix A

The exact form of the information matrix depends on the model that is =tted. We
are interested in =tting model (1) or simpler models. The diagonal elements gii in this
case are as follows (all summations are for u= 1; : : : ; n):

g11 = n;

gi+1; i+1 =
∑

(Tui + eui)2;

for i = 1; : : : ; m, the terms corresponding to the second order interactions are∑
(Tui + eui)2(Tuj + euj)2;

for i = 1; : : : ; m− 1; j = i + 1; : : : ; m. If some or all of the third order interactions are
also included, the corresponding elements are∑

(Tui + eui)2(Tuj + euj)2(Tul + eul)2;

for i = 1; : : : ; m− 2; j = i + 1; : : : ; m− 1; l= j + 1; : : : ; m, etc.
The o5 diagonal elements gij = gji correspond to =rst order terms in the model,

products of =rst order terms, products of =rst order terms and interactions and so
on and are as follows:

∑
(Tui + eui), for i = 1; : : : ; m;

∑
(Tui + eui)(Tuj + euj), for

i=1; : : : ; m−1, and j= i+1; : : : ; m;
∑

(Tui+eui)(Tuj+euj)(Tul+eul), for i=1; : : : ; m−
2; j=i+1; : : : ; m−1; l=j+1; : : : ; m, etc. For any complete or fractional factorial designs∑
Tui =0 for any i;

∑
TuiTuj =0 for any i¡ j, etc. As E[�i] =E[�i�j] =E[�i�j�k ] = 0

for any i; j and k, it can be seen that the expected values of all non-diagonal elements
of G are zero.
All diagonal elements of the information matrix, except g11 which is n, are sums of

n products of, say q, terms (Tui+eui)2; i∈ [1; : : : ; m]. The value of q is 1 for the terms
that correspond to main e5ects in the model, it is 2 for the terms that correspond to
second order interactions, etc. As E[

∑
(Tui + eui)2] = n(1 + �2e) for any i, we obtain

E[G] = diag{n n(1 + �2e) : : : n(1 + �2e) n(1 + �2e)2 : : : n(1 + �2e)2 n(1 + �2e)3

: : : n(1 + �2e)
3 : : :}
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and clearly

log|E[G]|= log{np(1 + �2e)m(1 + �2e)2k2 (1 + �2e)3k3 : : :}
=p log n+ h log(1 + �2e):

If there are no errors in variables G = FTF = TTT is not random and naturally
log|E[G]| = p log n.
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